
THE STATE OF TWO POLITICAL SYSTEMS

In geopolitics, a political system defines the process for making official government decisions. Anthropologists generally
recognize four kinds of political systems, two of which are uncentralized and two of which are centralized . More
complex than a tribe or a band society, and less complex than a state or a civilization.

The major parties of America have changed so many times and the fractures and other, smaller political
organizations have added and defined the values of the two main parties, whatever they may be called. Figure 
This may be a shocking revelation to Li, but US and European democracies did not patent financial crisis. This
is fine as far as posturing goes but it is not a principled argument of anything. Li is very clear that he dislikes
democracy, more than about the reasons why he dislikes democracy. I readily agree that money politics in
America is a huge problem and that it is indeed making the system utterly dysfunctional. Law is generally
positivist, constructed to satisfy the elite's future oriented goals, and laws are seen as a measure to achieve
some reconstruction of society. In particular, he has a thing against voting. These open-closed,
group-autonomy, normative, and goal characteristics provide us with a way of discriminating among pure
political types in terms of their profiles. Hunter gatherer bands used sharing of resources on an equal level as
an economic strategy through cooperating in gathering foods, coordinating game hunting activities, while
successfully resisting hierarchy and domination. A communist system comprises an antifield: a coercive
society organized to achieve a future goal. Totalitarian systems, in their total control over a society in pursuit
of future goals and their subordination of individual and group autonomy to those ends, are appropriately at
the socialist corner. Finally, the conservative lies at the threshold between libertarian and traditional formulas.
These talks sparked lively discussion on TED. They disagree on the purposes of such a role. Rummel, The
Conflict Helix,  At the other end are political systems which leave no group immune from control by the
state's elite. He is mistaking a mathematical effect of lower growth due to high base with a political effect of
democracies suppressing growth. But Steven Johnson shows how history tells a different story. It had a public
interest beyond the particularistic concerns of its citizens. So the party self-corrects in rather dramatic fashion.
Growth in the long run meant fractions and melding of ideas as those fractions happened as history happened.
The two party system cultivates diversity of thought and allows for factions and individuals to stand up and
change the course of a party.


